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Everyone has a Times Square in their head.

A place that lives up to exaggerated expectations.

That wows and overwhelms, even when

you’re just out for a walk. 



Over 356,000 people walk here every day.

Four and a half times as  
many people as vehicles.

In 11 per cent of the space. 

““Muddle and DynamismMuddle and Dynamism””



At pinch points, the congestion is 
just ridiculous.

Overcrowding, of course, is part of 
what makes Times Square so 
stimulating.  Controlled chaos       

is exciting. 



But it’s lousy for cars.

The wide, overfilled pedestrian crossings require a lot of 
time to clear.  Cars have to wait.  Hence back-ups and 
congestion.  Emergency vehicles can’t get through.  And 
there are a lot more accidents here than elsewhere.

Until recently, New York believed that road space was 
mainly for moving vehicles around as smoothly and quickly 
as possible.  But it wasn’t working.

Because of the Bow Tie.



The Bow Tie:  

Where Broadway crosses 
Seventh Avenue 

From 42nd to 47th

Streets.



45th 
Street

The Bow Tie looking northwest into its narrowest point 
at 45th Street. 

This is complicated.  As explained here.

45th Street



SOLUTION:SOLUTION:
Close five blocks of BroadwayClose five blocks of Broadway
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For most of the last century, Motordom prevailed: vehicles 
got the most space, regardless of the number of people 
moved.  Which, given the character of Manhattan, is an 
odd priority.

Fifty-six percent of New Yorkers don’t own cars and only 
five percent commute by auto.  Tourists, the lifeblood of 
Broadway, don’t use cars much either: 75 percent come to 
the theatre by foot and transit.  

But Manhattan is also for the convenience of commuters 
from the rest of the region.  There’s no limit on the number 
of vehicles that can flow for free onto the island and into a 
grid of streets laid out in 1811 that hasn’t changed much 
since then.



But while New York streets may not have physically changed, 
the worldview of its leadership has.  

Especially the Mayor’s.

Mayor Bloomberg:

In 2007, our Administration launched PlaNYC, 
our long term plan to create a greener, greater 
New York. 

… to “re-imagine the City’s public realm”—to 
develop an urban environment that transforms our 
streets and squares into more people-friendly 
places.

… streets that help create and strengthen 
communities and businesses, in addition to 
connecting neighborhoods to one another …

… it will even lead New Yorkers to spend more 
… time in the city. 



“... the Department of Transportation is on the 
front line of this effort—and it is succeeding in 

spectacular fashion …”
- Mayor Bloomberg

Actually, that’s not an 
exaggeration: spectacular things 

are happening to New York.

Because at the same time the Mayor  
released the City’s green plan, he 

appointed a Transportation 
Commissioner who could make 

change happen.

Janette Sadik-Khan

Within a year the 
Department of 
Transportation had a 
strategic vision that 
reinforced the commitment 
to ‘complete streets’ and 
sustainable transportation. 

Sustainable Streets:               
Plan here / Street index here.



The political forces at City Hall were enough allied with 
community and business associations, like the Times Square 

Alliance, to take risk, move forward and make change, 
undeterred by the State and Federal governments.

Copenhagen-based urban 
designer Jan Gehl was 

hired to give advice –
and they took it.  

By 2008 they had Gehl’s
analysis of New York’s 
streets that compared 

cities of similar pedestrian 
demand, and found major 

opportunities for 
improvement.

New York was ready for 
some “copenhagenizing.”

Streetfillms with 
Jan Gehl



So they started to experiment.  They tried things out.

The most splashy thing they did was three days of 
Summer Streets – a car-free experience on major 
arterials like Park Avenue and in neighbourhoods                

around the city.

Street films

More here.



In 2008, they took 
street space on 

Broadway between 
42nd Street and Herald 

Square - painted it 
brown for people on 

feet, green for people 
on wheels, added 

some furniture,      
and called it the    

Broadway Boulevard.

That said to New 
Yorkers: it’s okay, 

you’re allowed here. 



They put out tables and chairs in Duffy Square. 

People loved this stuff.



The Times Square Alliance commissioned design firms to come 
up with ideas – no matter how fantastic – for Times Square’s 
Second Century.

More wonderful crazy here.



Of course, there had already been an amazing change in 
Times Square. 

For those who knew its sordid past, the contemporary 
innocence of Times Square at 42nd Street is shocking.                 
Yes, it may be Disneyfied.  But this Times Square puts 
Heartland America into Wonderful Town – an experience so 
exhilarating it’s why they      New York.  

As the City’s experiments succeeded, New York began to 
realize it could view its streets as a kind of real-estate 
opportunity.  When developed right, value was added.  And 
using streets primarily as conduits for cars was not necessarily
the highest and best use.



Then there was the new TKTS booth.



The TKTS booth had The TKTS booth had 
been selling discounted been selling discounted 

tickets for Broadway tickets for Broadway 
shows since 1973 in shows since 1973 in 

what was essentially a what was essentially a 
temporary pavilion.temporary pavilion.



Finally, a new booth opened in October, 2008,              
years late, plagued with delays and difficulties,               
nine times over budget – and worth every penny.  

Along with a rebuild of Duffy Square, the TKTS booth
provided 27 steps of bleachers in red glass, with a view 
that was instantly iconic, to be captured in               
dozens of films and trillions of pixels.

Here’s one already:                  
Jonathan, Just Because



The view from TKTS

March 28, 2009 / 4:55 pm



These are the Spanish Steps of New York City.  In luscious 
red, lit from below.

A place where all the world comes.



For the best For the best 
seats on seats on 

BroadwayBroadway



A stage for 
everyone at  
the centre of 
the world.





But construction is underway for the Broadway pilot program.Broadway pilot program.

… building a bit of a capitalist Copenhagen.

When New York does it, the world notices.
Of course, therethere’’s debates debate.







On Memorial Day, May 23, New York City will close five 
blocks of Broadway in Times Square to vehicles, turn 

them into public spaces for pedestrians – all in the name 
of easing traffic congestion.  And they’ll do that too. 



Keep up with what’s happening to Times and 
Herald Squares in the Summer of 2009 with the 

project schedule from NYC DOT:
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